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Independence - Job requires developing one's own ways of doing things, guiding 
oneself with little or no supervision, and depending on oneself to get things done.

EXPERIENCE

Garbage Man
ABC Corporation - FEBRUARY 2005 – JANUARY 2006

 Pickups Accomplishments Learned a lot Skills Used Strength welding 
common sense.

 Operates automated or semi-automated hoisting devices that raise 
refuse bins and dump contents into openings in truck bodies.

 Inspects trucks prior to beginning routes to ensure safe operating 
condition.

 Drives trucks, following established routes, through residential streets
or alleys or through business or industrial areas.

 Picks up trash, and dumps dumpsters.
 Rides in garbage truck and helping pick up garbage.
 Drives around various neighborhoods in various weather conditions 

collecting garbage and recycle from residents.

Garbage Man 
Delta Corporation - 2004 – 2005

 Residential pick up (pick up trash, and dump dumpsters)- Customer 
service.

 Riding in garbage truck and helping pick up garbage.
 Drive around various neighborhoods in various weather conditions 

collecting garbage and recycle from residents.
 Garbage Loader Threw away the publics garbage.
 Collect garbage door to door Accomplishments Was a temp for 

someone who was out Skills Used On feet all day quick learner 
reliable get along with .

 Work the packer on the truck and throw garbage in the pack is pretty 
much all Accomplishments Higher physical attributes Skills Used 
Strength and .

 Garbage Collector Helper/ Laborer.

EDUCATION

 Associate in Nursing - 2015(HCC - Houston, TX)
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SKILLS

Garbage Collector.
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